NEW MEXICO
STATE-MANDATED CME CONTENT REQUIREMENTS

CME Requirements At-A-Glance

Renewal Cycle:
  Triennial

State-Mandated CME Requirements:

  • 75 CME every three years
  • 1 Hour reviewing the New Mexico Medical Practice Act and Board Rules
  • 5 Pain Management

State-Mandated CME Content Detail

Seventy-five hours of continuing medical education are required for all medical licensees during each triennial renewal cycle.

The five hours of CME in pain management continuing education may apply toward the 75 hours required and may be included as part of the required CME hours in pain management in either the triennial cycle in which these hours are completed, or the triennial cycle immediately thereafter. Each subsequent triennial renewal cycle shall include five hours of CME hours in pain management.

One hour of required CME must be earned by reviewing the New Mexico Medical Practice Act and these board rules. Physicians must certify that they have completed this review at the time they submit their triennial renewal application.
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State requirements are subject to change. Please contact emcallister@facs.org or your state medical board if you have any questions or concerns about the content of this website.